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Its Summer 
Time! 
 

Enjoy the sun 
Do something fun 
For Summer is almost 
here.  
 
The air is full of cheer, 
since COVID is out of  
here. 
 
Laughter, Joy everywhere  
Hooray!  Even GOANJ 
picnic is on its way! 
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Welcome to  
 Goan Connection!  

 
Happy Summer Everyone! 

 
We’ve covered three seasons, Fall, Winter, 

Spring. This issue, “Summer”, brings us full 
circle. We have braved the pandemic        

together, seen the worst of COVID, but also  
witnessed the best in each of us. We have 

learned that everyone can make a           
difference. Kindness comes in all sizes! 

 
This issue celebrates our “Goan Culture & 
Heritage”. Alinto Coelho spotlights Goan  

architecture and its beauty. Another Goan 
making quite a splash in the US, is Royal 
Tiger– A single malt whisky. We celebrate 

“Urban D’Costa” who turned 100!”.  
 

This issue dispels the vaccination myths, 
honors our loved ones, marks memorable 
events, celebrations, and so much more.  

 
Thanks to Marissa Gomes (grade 10) for her 

creative artwork that has made this     
edition, a sight to behold! 

 
Thank you contributors for making this a 

true "Goan Extravaganza”.  
 

My gratitude to our talented editorial team, 
Dianne Nunes, Wilma Martins, Suzette 

Barreto, Carmeline Barretto and Chantelle 
Faria. We bid farewell to Sage as she goes off 

to college. 
 

Looking forward to meeting you at the   
GOANJ Picnic, August 1! 

 
       

                        Joyfully 
                             Brenda     

    

 Marvin Fernandes  
  President 

 Dianne Nunes 
Assistant Editor 

Brenda Rebello 
Editor & Designer 

  
 Wilma Martins 

Secretary  

 Louella Menezes 
 Vice President  

Allan D’Guerra 
 Treasurer  

 Cleta Lobo 
Membership  
Coordinator 

Executive Committee 

 Rui Gomes 
 Website Coordinator 

Goan Association of New Jersey, Inc. 
Website: www.goanj.com 

Who’s Who  The Editor’s Desk 
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Greetings Everyone, 
 
As Spring turns to Summer, and cooler temperatures make way for warmer weather, our 
optimism for life returning to "normal" grows, with the declining pace of COVID         
infections in the US, and increase in the number of people vaccinated; providing a     
glimmer of hope that the pandemic in the US is nearing its end. 
 
However, as COVID cases in the US continue to wane, the exact opposite is happening in 
our beloved native State of Goa which continues to be ravaged by COVID, with positivity 
rates at one point reaching 52%, meaning one in every two persons tested positive for the 
virus! There were gloom and doom reports of lack of hospital beds, lack of oxygen and 
other medical equipment.  
 
The Goan Association of New Jersey sprang into action and with your help and           
generosity, were able to quickly assist those most in need, with free food to the needy    
and oxygen concentrators, and other miscellaneous help, which we hope that in turn, 
saved lives or at the minimum brought relief to those impacted by the deadly scourge.     
 
To coordinate our efforts, we decided to join hands with other North America associations 
to ensure our efforts were not duplicated and the right folks received assistance. Our 
thoughts and prayers are with those impacted, and we wish them a speedy recovery. 
 
We want to bring you the good news that our first in person event in a while, our annual 
picnic has been confirmed for August 1st, 2021. We will be organizing it, in adherence to 
State health guidelines. Besides this, we plan on hosting our annual Christmas Gala on 
December 11, 2021, if the downward trend of COVID continues.  
 
Meanwhile, we continue staying connected by holding online events. We are particularly 
excited about our upcoming online webinar series. A series of interesting, enlightening 
topics where various speakers will narrate their experiences in various fields. First session 
of the series would be to the benefit of our youngsters preparing for college. Please keep 
an eye out for additional details and timings in the coming weeks ahead for this first     
virtual webinar.  
 
Lastly, as always, please support our sponsors and advertisers. 
 
Thank you everyone, stay safe, and healthy. 
 
Mog Asu, 
 
Marvin 

The Association 
Corner 
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SAVE THE DATE 

August, 1, 2021 
GOANJ  PICNIC 

ROSEDALE PARK 

 

Marissa Gomes 
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Hello, My dear fellow GOANJ members!  
 
Hope you are well, enjoying the wonderful weather, hopefully vaccinated, and      
feeling a sense of power over this invisible enemy that has ruled our lives for over a 
year. And we should feel empowered, as the vaccines have met or even superseded         
expectations in the follow up data flowing in.  
 
But with power, comes responsibility (my all-time favorite movie quote!...Spiderman 
fans, anyone?). Spring fever is in full effect, restrictions may be lifting, but the enemy 
still lurks around and from our  experience may be lurking for a while. So, I think it is 
our responsibility to convince those skeptics, those fearful, those of our loved ones (especially in India), to 
take the shot. 
 
Given the grim, awful scenes unfolding every day in India (and our beloved Goa), the skepticism to the 
vaccine may seem mindboggling. But let us not be judgmental, considering the disinformation, fear      
mongering and blatant falsehoods circulating on social media and playing on people’s minds. 
 
The purpose of this article is to provide those trying to convince a friend, family member or social contact, 
a way to have a non-accusatory, non-confrontational, low key kind of conversation about the                   
vaccine…..and maybe help save a life! 
 
I took my first dose in December, a few days before Christmas, and could not help being grateful to the 
many individuals who contributed towards my slightly early Christmas gift! My parents and family who 
are eligible are now vaccinated. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

COVID VACCINE 

 BUSTING MYTHS, FEARS, FALSEHOODS!!    

Deline da Costa, MD 

Marissa Gomes 
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1. Vaccines take years to develop, this one was developed in a few months. Can we 
trust it? 

You are right, vaccines take years to develop. Below are some reasons we managed to have it in 
a few months. 

 These unprecedented times called for extraordinary measures, resulting in collaboration    
between pharma companies and governments of many countries (Operation Warp Speed in 
the US). It helped these companies take financial risks, run testing phases in parallel,         
accelerate manufacturing, cut bureaucratic red tape and logistic administrative hurdles etc. 

 Nearly 200 years of vaccine research has generated several safe and highly effective        
platforms, requiring much less time and effort. 

 Research did not start in January 2020, but with prior corona virus outbreaks such as the 
SARS and MERS. 

 Trial volunteer positions, which normally take months to years to fill up, filled up in days. 
 And finally, a bit of luck, the virus mutates slowly (unlike some others, like the HIV and  

Influenza) allowing researchers to find stable effective targets. 

2. If the vaccines are so great, why did the FDA give it Emergency Use               
Authorization (EUA)? 

Regulatory bodies such as the FDA have stringent criteria, require long term data and  larger    
cohorts. We did not have the luxury of time. Most vaccine related side effects (from our     
experience with vaccines) occur within the 1st 2 weeks. The FDA required 2 months of follow 
up data from Covid trial participants. Bottom line to remember, is that important regulatory 
and evaluation checkpoints designed to protect patients, were never compromised.  

3. I know most side effects are mild but what about those dreaded blood clots 
(Astra Zeneca, J&J) and severe thrombocytopenia (Moderna, Pfizer)? I am 
scared! 

There is no drug ever manufactured that is free of side effects. Vitamins and Tylenol (have we 
taken these?) have side effects. We need to examine the risks and benefits and see if the   
benefits outweigh the risks. The awful scenes unfolding every day should convince us that 
COVID may be a complex disease but the choice to vaccinate should not be.  

Below are a few queries/ myths that I encountered in the process of convincing some of my 
contacts of the benefits of the vaccine. For questions regarding specific pre-existing conditions or 

specific contraindications, please do speak with your health care provider. 

Some stats below: 
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4. If I take the vaccine, it seems I may still be required to wear a mask. So why  
bother with the vaccine? 

I would answer this with an analogy of a car which has good brakes, but also needs us to wear 
seatbelts, have air bags, anti-collision features etc. Because none of these taken alone are 
foolproof but act synergistically to protect us when used together. At the time of writing 
this, mask guidelines are changing for those vaccinated. Nothing by itself is perfect in our 
new Covid world but getting vaccinated and following masking and social distancing  
guidelines, is our best bet at getting to normal. 

5. Survival rate is so high, I do not need a vaccine. 

Over 3 million lives have been lost worldwide so far, over half a million in the US. Some of those 
that have recovered will have long term health issues. Counter that with vaccines that are safe 
and effective. 

6. Do the vaccine cause infertility? No proof whatsoever! 
 

7. Can the mRNA vaccines change my DNA?   
Not possible. Our students will be able to explain that one. 
 

8. The vaccine was developed to control the general population through microchips 
or nano transducers! 

These are so far possible only in sci-fi movies! I know we have been watching a lot of Netflix   
lately, but really? 

 
While the scenes in India are heartbreaking, grim and may even seem apocalyptic, the eternal     
optimist in me, see me hugging my parents in Goa, in the not-so-distant future. The vaccines give 
me hope.  I look forward to my next GoaNJ picnic and dancing to the Goan masala at the next      
Christmas Gala and I hope to see you all there. 
 
Until then, stay safe! Consider taking the jab, and if you have, try and convince others to do so.  

Too many vibrant lives have been lost to this menace. THE VACCINE IS OUR BEST 

SHOT!!! 
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I begin this Journey to connect with the Goan Diaspora 
across the globe, straight from the heart of a Goan         
residing in Goa. 
 
 I pen down a few lines on the built  heritage of Goa       
accompanied with pictures personally taken by me with   
my simple mobile camera. I mention this to encourage  
the Goan diaspora to pen down their memories during 
their stay in Goa and the  historic linkages of their families 
and ancestry. It is also my earnest call to the Goan diaspora 
to treasure and the preserve pictures you’ll have  of Goa 
and its heritage in various forms for the benefit of our 
younger generations.   
    
 Going back to the window seen in the picture. These were 

skilfully crafted out of wood by inserting the nacre of the 
mother of pearl oyster shells. The shells provided the much needed light to pass through the windows 
for the indoor areas of our heritage houses. Traditionally oysters were harvested by Goans for food 
and with the hope of getting a precious pearl which they often did. Looking back in hindsight this  
elegant shell window is an intelligently crafted by-product of the  process of harvesting Oysters for 
food and pearls. These shell windows added to the elegance of the façade of our heritage houses both 
big  or small.  
 
Macau located on China’s southern coast was another colony  
of  the Portuguese just like Goa, as a result of which trade was 
pretty easy between the two regions. Goans got a lot of    
crockery and  furniture from Macau. The crockery referred as 
the blue and white crockery or Macau crockery was used as   
daily  tableware in the yesteryear. With the fear of this crockery 
being lost due  to accidental breakage, this crockery found its 
way on to the heritage walls of Goan houses and are displayed  
as some most beautiful artifacts.                                                                                                                                     

Your Window to Look Back into GOA 
 

SETHU CENTRE Saligao, Goa 

 Rodrigues e Rebelo House – Varca, Goa 

Alinto Coelho 
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Goans exhibited their lifestyles with various elements       
distinctly  displayed in areas of prominence within their 
households. The grand chandelier is one such element that 
hung from the ceiling of the main hall called the sala.      
The chandelier was mostly  accompanied with wall mounted 
lights having the  same pattern.  

In the yesteryear, these chandeliers provided light through 
the wax candles sticks which were painstakingly tucked                                                                                            
in to add  to the elegance of this lighting systems in the      
evenings.             

It is only after the advent of affordable electricity that the 
wax candle sticks were replaced by electric bulbs.  

 

Originally the flooring of Goan houses was carpeted with 
cow dung as it had good binding properties and acted as a 
disinfectant. It was also a material that was easily available,   
as almost every household had a stable full of cows.  

There was also plenty of people available to apply it and   
refresh it  fortnightly. As this needed to be applied on a  
regular basis, Goan houses slowly graduated to lime based 
red oxide flooring as an easier option.  

When Goans prospered and had access to international  
trade, they began importing flooring tiles predominantly 
from Italy and other European countries. Thus began the 
changeover in the main halls or salas, foyers, entrances and 
bedrooms of these embellished Goan houses.  

The designs and patterns seen in the Goan heritage houses 
are now referred in the brochures and  websites of tile  manufacturing companies as part of their    
heritage series. The history and elegance of Goa’s built heritage ranging from its residential houses, 
churches, chapels and temples is vast, so this journey will be long but untiring and I am ending this 
piece with a hope that I will have, with me, your company   

 Gaunekar House, Bandora (Ponda Taluka), Goa 

ACHIE’S GRANDEZA Celio Mascarenhas 

Chandor, Goa 

Alinto Coelho is passionate about preserving our Goan Heritage. He holds a Bachelors  degree in Civil 
Engineering from Goa College of Engineering. He provides Professional Consultancy Civil Engineering 
Services in Goa, which includes Restoration of  Heritage Structures. He has initiated  a process to         
document Heritage Structures across Goa.  
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Speak Konkani  
KONKANIM 
ULOI –4 

    XIKSAN -LESSON 

 
 

JINSAM TORECHEM JEVONN 
(VARIETIES OF FOOD) 

 
GOYCHEM AVDECHEM KANN 

(GOAN SPECIALITIES) 
 

 XITH ,KODDI  NUSTEM BAZLOLEM  ( RICE, CURRY AND FRIED FISH) 
 NUSTEM REACHEAD. ( STUFFED FISH) 

DUKRACHEA MASACHO VINDALOO  (PORK VINDALOO) 
KOMBE XACUTI ( CHICKEN SPICED MASALA) 

CHICKEN CAFREAL ( CHICKEN MARINATED WITH SPICY PASTE0 
DUKRACHEA MASACHO SORPOTEL ( PORK MIXED WITH OTHER INGREDIENT ) 

BEBINCA. ( LAYERED DESSERT ) 
NEUREO ( SWEET STUFFED DUMPLINGS0 

BOLINHAS (COOKIES0 
CHEURISAM ( SAUSAGES) 

PATTOLEO AND FOLLEA ( STEAMED RICE ROLLS AND CONES) 
TAMDI BAJI  ( RED SPINACH) 

MOSGACHEO SANGO ANIK DHAL ( DRUMSTICKS WITH LENTILS) 
NUSTEACHIM PETTISAM ( FISH CUTLETS) 

SANGTAM AMBOT TIK  ( CATFISH SOUR AND SPICY CURRY) 
SUNGTAM RISSOIS. ( PRAWN RISSOLES 

GAIECHEAM MASACHEM ASSAD. ( BEEF SLOW ROAST) 
URRAK (JUNGLE JUICE) 

CAJUCHO SORO ( CASHEW FENNI) 
MADDAMCHO SORO ( COCONUT FENNI) 

CAJUMCHEO BIEO ( CASHEW NUTS) 
VINAGR  ( VINEGAR) 
GHODD  ( JAGGERY) 

BALCHAO ( DRIED PRAWNS) 
KHAREM ( DRY FISH) 

 
 

Pictures : GOANJ Member Chefs 
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 When you think of Goan Spirits, you immediately conjure up images of feni or 
port wine. But, Raise Your Glasses to ROYAL TIGER, an award winning Goan single 
malt whisky, making quite a splash in the US. 
 
I spoke with Dr. Michael Rodricks, principal owner and co– founder of         
“Royal Tiger Spirits” to learn how a Goan whisky found a home away from home. 
It’s journey is fascinating! 
 

The Rodricks-Henriques families of  Verna, Goa are no stranger to the spirits business. Michael’s 
grandfather  father, Baltazar Rodricks established Bar Baltazar in the 1960's, which was a popular 
jaunt with the sailors of the day. Baltazar was also a large importer of Portuguese wines, and even 
had a label with his name on it, Vino Baltazar. 
 
Antonio Henriques, who married Baltazar’s sister, Celia founded          
Rhea Distilleries in the 1960’s, rheadistilleries.in. Antonio's first product 
was a spirit called, feni (sometimes spelled fenny). Prior to establishing 
Rhea Distilleries, feni production was a patchwork of pot stills throughout 
the region with little regulation, no consistency and dubious quality.       
He was the first distiller in all of India to receive a license to bottle feni, 
(License #1).              
 
Antonio petitioned the government over the years, and convinced them to 
bring  standardization to the industry. Because of his efforts, feni was 
awarded Geographical Indication in 2009 and can only be produced within 
the state of Goa.  At present, the Henriques family is the largest exporter of feni in the world.  
 
Antonio Henriques also passionate about single malt whisky, was the first distiller in all of India 
to bottle single malt whisky. Upon his passing, his older son, Regan runs Rhea Distilleries, and his 
younger son, Craig has launched his own distillery, Ocean King oceankingdistillers.com.   
 
In addition to whisky and feni, the family also produces products such as rum, vodka, and gin to 
name a few. The brands have won international medals for rum and feni, including several silver 
medals at the San Francisco IWSC. Ocean King became the first distiller ever to produce  flavored 
feni including orange, lemon, lime and pineapple versions.   
 
 

 

A SINGLE MALT GOAN WHISKY MAKING A 

SPLASH in USA! 
Brenda Rebello 

Celia & Antonio 

http://www.rheadistilleries.in/
http://www.oceankingdistillers.com/
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Given this rich family heritage, it was no surprise that Dr. Michael 
Rodricks although born and raised in the US, a medical doctor by 
profession had the “spirits bug”. He tapped into the same family 
talent and co-founded “Royal Tiger Spirits” with his friend,         
Dr. Anikar Chhabra. Together, they launched “Royal Tiger” a   
single malt whisky and “Two Tigers", a grain whisky into US       
markets. 
 
 The Whisky is distilled on the family distillery in Nuvem, Goa.      
It is produced exclusively from hand sourced 6 row barley from 
the foothills of the Himalayas in Northern India. 6 row barley is noted for its high protein content 
which helps facilitate the conversion to fermentable sugar. The most important ingredient in the 
whisky is the water which comes from a private spring found on the estate. This well is the engine 
of the distilleries- it is extremely pure which greatly enhances the quality of the whisky. The single 
malt whisky is aged in charred US white oak barrels in rack houses on the estate. After 3 years, the 
whisky is double casked by placing it into a newly charred US white oak barrel to further enhance 
the quality of the product 

 
Royal Tiger has competed into several competitions, and recently 
won a gold medal at the 2020 John Barleycorn Awards and Indian 
Whisky of the Year at the 2020 New York International                 
Spirits Competition.   
 
 Royal Tiger and Two Tigers have just launched at Total Wine                  
locations nationwide. More information can be found on their      
website- royaltigerwhisky.com. They also have an Indian Spiced    
Liqueur known as Malabar which was launched in 2016. More        
information can be found on the website at drinkmalabar.com.  
 
Indeed, the Henriques-Rodricks families continue to keep the world 
in high spirits, putting GOA on the world spirits map.  It’s only    

fitting,  we raise our glasses to this Goan pride! 

Dr. Michael Rodricks and  Royal Tiger 

Royal Tiger 

Contacts 
Dr. Michael Rodricks: michael@royaltigerwhisky.com 

Dr. Anikar Chabbra: chief@royaltigerwhisky.com 
 

http://www.royaltigerwhisky.com
http://www.drinkmalabar.com/
mailto:michael@royaltigerwhisky.com
mailto:chief@royaltigerwhisky.com
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Marissa Gomes  
You weathered every storm, the milestone you sought is won  

A Century filled with smiles, surprises, some tears, but a life full of fun 
You reached the 100th year that has family and friends globally exulting 

 
Your steady gait and firm resolve as COVID raged, is nothing short of daring 

Celebrations on Zoom, cakes, and bouquets, with your family wildly cheering 
You showed us man can triumph over every hurdle, with a smile so endearing 

 
Thank You Dad, for your priceless gift of resilience and determination 

And for always showering us with abundant love and dedication 
 

Happy Birthday - I Salute you  
Anita D’Costa 

 

Marissa Gomes 
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The year was 1920-21 and the 100 year Spanish flu Global Pandemic was raging…well,  globally.   
As we all know how the lockdowns affect couples, some worried that  humanity will  be wiped off 

and some just wanna have fun. Pascal and Florina were no different; they procreated for humanity and 
Urbano Thomas D’Costa was born in Tolecanto, Goa on 25th May 1921. They did not have blue 
masks then, they wore green banana leaves. Urban was born into a cautious and thrifty world, which 

would  greatly affect his life. As a child, after “Mama” and “Papa” his third word was 
“Sensex” (Bombay Stock Exchange). 

His father worked out of state, and  his mother practically brought him up as a single-parent. God 
smiled on Urban and asked His servant Padre Telis, to nurture him. Father Telis took it on himself to 

educate Urban through his schooling days, through his college and then, in 1947, enabled him to be 
admitted to Fordham University, NY to complete his Masters in Bio Chemistry. He also received his 
US Green card during this period. Upon completing his Masters, he returned back to Bombay and was 

immediately snapped up by the most beautiful woman, Antoinette ! Urban did not know what hit him. 
He started working in Glaxo, Bombay and thus began his long and fruitful life. 

The past Pandemic was still at the back of  his mind,  and for the sake of humanity, Urban produced    
4 children (that we know of). 

Colin Emmanuel– Son In Love! 

Anita married Sachin and had Pria; Sandra married Colin and had Andrew and Nicole; Glen married 
Natasha and had Dion, Tyra and Darren; and finally Lester married Vinette and had Alyssa and  
Dylan. As you can see the Global population was now safe for any Pandemic that we may have in 
the future! 
 
The year is 2020…Another 100 year pandemic has hit the globe…25th May 2021 and Urban has 
made it to 100, beating both the pandemics! His biggest regret in life is that he took the lump sum 
retirement plan from Glaxo and not the continuing pension plan…Glaxo would have to file for bank-
ruptcy if he did!!! His worst day was 18th Nov 2018, when his soul mate Antoinette went ahead be-
fore him to prepare their mansion in heaven.  
 
His advice to all of us is that we should be kind to one another and use the Walker  everyday…the 
Johnny  kind (Feni would be preferable, where available). 
 
On 25th May 2021 we all went to Lake George, NY to celebrate his 100th birthday. The whole family 
gathered there, except for Darren (Singapore) and Tyra (London)…lockdown reasons. We had a 
great time with family and fellowship, and of course seriously taking his advice with the Walkers. 
 
The good Lord has blessed Urban immensely and has kept His promise in Ruth 4:14: “Blessed be 
the Lord, which hath not left thee this day without a kinsman, that his name may be famous in Israel. 
And he shall be unto thee a Restorer of thy life and a Nourisher of thine old age.” And in  Isaiah 
46:4 “And I will still be carrying you when you are old. Your hair will turn grey, and I will still   
carry you. I made you, and I will carry you to safety.” 
 

Thank you all for keeping Urban and our family in your 
prayers. Let’s start counting down to 200! 
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Happy 100 Birthday, Urban– God Bless you! 

The D’Costa Bunch 

The growing D’Costa’s 

The coolest grandpa! 

The Urban-Walker Party 

Beautiful Memories 

The Count down begins Smitten! 

Hitched! 
Urban & Antoinette 

The wedding party 

Urban-Legend! 

More popular than Santa! 

 
Your GOANJ Family wishes 

you  a Happy 100! 
 

Filled with good health, joy, 
peace and  Our Lords abundant 

blessings! 
 

VIVA!  
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Welcome  
Warren Zayne Fernandes 

 

Congratulations  

Crezel and Francis and the   

entire family.  

Corey, how blessed  to receive 
Jesus in the sacrament of    

Holy Communion! 
God bless you always. 
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Congratulations  

Crystal De Souza and Philip McNiven     
on your marriage  

 
Your GOANJ family wishes you a  

lifetime of joy, love and togetherness. 

 

Congratulations  
 

Benedict Fernandes and     
Lauren D'Mello on your     

special day.  
 

We wish you all the          
Joy, love and happiness as 

you embark on this beautiful 
journey together! 
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Marissa Gomes 
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Caroline Dsouza 

Bachelors Degree in         
Bio Medical Engineering 

NJIT 

 
Crystal Dsouza  

Bachelors Degree in      
Electrical Engineering                              

Rutgers University 

 
Amanda Gomes 
Bachelors Degree                                 

Computer Science and  
Minor in Social Science 

Stevens Institute of Technology 

 
 

Karen Barretto 
Masters of Science in Industrial and  

Organizational Psychology 
Weissman School of Arts &Sciences  

Baruch College 
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Eagle takes Flight 
Joshua Menezes 

For the last seven years, I have been advancing 
through the scouting ranks to reach the top,        
something only 8% of scouts are able to accomplish.  
 
During these seven years, I completed well over 500 
requirements such as funding and creating a garden 
at our local park, camping for 20 nights, and many 
more. 
 
 One task that was especially challenging was being 
inducted into the scouting honor society by doing  
manual labor for 8 hours, while not eating, drinking, 
communicating, and not checking the time, so we had 
no idea how much longer we had to work. In addition 
to completing difficult tasks, I learned many skills such 
as CPR, how to build and code a robot, and how to 
shoot a rifle and shotgun.  
 
I had so many experiences because of Boy Scouts 
that I would not have been able to have otherwise,  so 
I was overjoyed when on April 15th, I had the honor of 
earning the rank of “Eagle Scout”, the highest rank 
in Boy Scouts. 
 

 

Congrats Chantelle Faria on being  
inducted to  
National Honors Society-2021 

Way To Soar! 
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PRAYER TEAM WARRIORS 

 

 

BIBLE STUDY  
Every 2 weeks on Zoom 

 Zoom Bible studies every other Sunday evening conducted by Norman 
D’Souza. Starts promptly at 7 pm and lasts one hour.   

All are invited to attend:  

Contact Norman at normandsouza100@gmail.com  

 

This team of dedicated prayer warriors pray fervently for the spoken and unspoken needs of 
others. We petition the Lord to reach out His healing mercies and meet each need that       
requires merciful Grace. This past year has been especially difficult for so many as the losses 
and challenges have proven to be a heavy burden.  Our prayers cover the sadness, help to 
instill comfort, and extend hope to each and every situation. If there is a need, please reach 
out to us (anonymity is always an option). The Lord bestows a powerful weapon through 
prayer. 
 
We invite you to contact either vilmalfmartins@gmail.com or dianneenunes@gmail.com to 
allow us to intercede on your behalf, or those in need. May you be blessed through His  
promises. 

mailto:normandsouza100@gmail.com
mailto:vilmalfmartins@gmail.com
mailto:dianneenunes@gmail.com
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Rest in Peace 

. 

Juliet Mascarenhas  
Born in Goa, August 27, 1924,     

peacefully passed away on      

May 7, 2021.  

She is survived by 8 children,  

14 grandchildren                         

and 8 great-grand children.  

She will be missed by her family 

and friends and all her loved ones 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Emilio Fernandez  
1933-2021)  

 

Father of Sebastian, Daughter in law  

Loviena and grandchildren Samantha 

and Rachel. 

He left his smiling face and loving        

nature as a beloved memory.   

Our family lost a gem,                                              

but Heaven gained an angel.   

You are dearly missed 

 

Stephen and Philomena 
Moraes  

 

Mama Philo  

was a simple, gentle, kind-hearted and    

loving wife and companion to my dad,     

Stephen Moraes.   

We miss them and pray that God 

grants their souls eternal rest and 

peace.   

Losing a mother is a pain that cannot be 
described in words. It is virtually        
impossible to move on from the memory 
of losing the woman who sacrificed  
happiness in her own life so that you 
could have a better one. A mother’s love 
is truly irreplaceable. We miss you! 

Luciana Gomes Fernandes 
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Rest in Peace 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winnie  Gomes 
Mother to Lynn and Son in Law, Ralph Dias 

She loved her family and got immense joy 

whenever they went to visit her and would 

make sure to have their favorite meals freshly 

prepared for their arrivals.  Whether it was  

potato-chops or Christmas sweets, there was 

no shortage of delicious treats ready and 

waiting for them. She attended mass daily 

and once she was confined to her bed, never 

missed a televised service. Winnie lived for 

God and her  family and will be missed    

dearly.  

 

 

Amelia D’Costa  

Born on July 10, 1924 and lived for 96   

glorious years. She was born in Goa, lived 

in Mumbai and came to the US in 1978. In 

India she worked for the Indian Navy 

where she met the love of her life. Her 

three sons, Mickey, Gladwin and Melroy 

were the pride and joy of her life. She was 

also blessed with 7 grandchildren. She 

loved to knit, sew and cook. Delicious 

Goan dishes were her specialty. She loved 

attending Goan events in NY and NJ. She 

was blessed to be part of a community 

that showered her with love and respect. 

 
 

Brother to Anthony Mendes and sister in law to Janet Mendes, lived in  

Andheri, Mumbai. He left his wife, Lucy, three sons and a daughter, and 

grandchildren behind all too soon. His sudden death from this dreadful   

virus was a shock to everyone.    

 

As Tony says, “I looked up to him as my mentor and learned a lot from 

him , and he will always be in my heart forever." 

Alex Mendes 
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I was packing my bags to go to India, when my papa sat and explained to me about the second wave   
of Covid that struck India. It made me sad as this meant that I would not be able to visit my family 
again this year during my summer break. This also meant that a lot of our family and my mama’s and 
papa’s friends were in danger of getting this deadly virus. My papa was talking about how he and his         
physician colleagues were trying to do something to help the people of India.      
 
Because of the shortage of oxygen in India, they were going to set up a website to collect money to 
send these concentrators from America to India.  That gave me an idea, maybe I could help too!  
 
I decided to hold a fundraiser in my community and sell some crafts that I made, since I like to do a lot 
of arts and crafts. Over a weekend, I made 100 notecards and bookmarks using recycled materials and 
craft supplies that I already had at home. My parents helped me too.  
 
I had a lot of success from the fundraiser as many people attended it. I explained to them the purpose  
of my fundraiser was to assist the people in India during this Pandemic and so most of them donated 
even more money as they wanted to help too. With the money I collected,  I was able to contribute for 
oxygen concentrators and some other aid to India. 
 
I wish I could do more for India, but I hope this contribution helps saves more lives.  

Karlyn Fatima Pimenta Pereira is 7 years old and lives 
in St. Louis, MO. She raised $670 dollars for COVID 

efforts in GOA.  
 

GOANJ is proud of you Karlyn!  
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Brenda Rebello started a blog  
 
https://sporadicmusings4you.blogspot.com 

Connie Fernandes made 
Miskut 

my  
 COVID  
Bulletin Board 

Adrienne Nunes perfected her culinary 
skills 

Rachel & Samantha Fernandes 
Preparing for Beijing 2021 

Riley Nunes 
Perfected his cooking 

and eating  

Honora & Noble-Rock climbing 

Celsius Rebello 
learned the harmonica 

Click to watch this one man band 

https://sporadicmusings4you.blogspot.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1krTJbZ6etE
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Covid-19 caused havoc and disrupted the lives of so many folks all over the globe.    

This year was especially rough for all those students in school. From kindergarten to high school 

to college, most of the classes were either virtual or hybrid. For many students, hybrid was not a 

word they were familiar with at the beginning of the school year, but now it's a word they cannot 

forget 

The end of a school year  
Chantelle Faria 

Personally, for me, this year has been very rough. The days felt long but the nights felt short. 

Piles and piles of homework and assignments every day which were impossible to complete and 

everything suddenly was due at midnight. Most of my days started with school and ended with 

homework. Being involved with out of school extra circulars didn’t help much, since that would just 

be another thing to do. Normal things that I found fun were not fun anymore. Everything became an 

added line in my planner. The Hybrid schedule started out fun, as I had to go into school every other 

day, but towards the end I missed having everyone in one building instead of ZOOMing.  

All I could think about was how I got robbed of my perfect junior year! I could have had a 

normal junior year with a full swim season, in-person choir events and other activities but instead I 

got half a swim season and very few in person events. The Class of 2021 lost their entire senior 

year to Covid-19, whilst our group had somewhat of a semi-normal year. They had to spend an   

entire year virtual and missed out on all the fun. Overall, every class suffered and we all felt each 

others pain.  ‘ 

. Even though this year started with so much uncertainty, I am glad this is all coming to an 

end and we can finally come to terms with this disease. Thankfully 2020 was the year of family life 

for me. Mum and Dad were home pretty much all the time. We cooked together as a family and   

created some new traditions. My little sister and I created a Vlog for baking, and made many 

TicToks with the newest member of our clan - Scruffy - Our Covid Maltese. We prayed together 

more often and made time to thank God for being so kind to us - for blessing us with love and each 

other and most of all teaching us how to keep moving forward. 
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 In this day and age, technology is a vital part of daily life, so it is important to educate the 

youth about technology, since they will live with it for their entire lives. Luckily, there are many 

different opportunities for kids and teens to learn, and this article will detail one specific           

competition which not only teaches children about robotics, but does it in a fun way. 

First Lego League is a global robotics program oriented around 

friendly competition and endorsed by Lego. Students are tasked with 

building a robot out of Legos and programming them to navigate 

through different missions. This may seem too difficult for children, but 

the Lego set includes suggestions for the robot build, while the            

programming language consists of mostly dragging and dropping, with 

options for more advanced inputs. This means that a team can start off 

with a simple robot build, and as their skillset expands, they can build 

more complex robots and more complex programs.  

FLL teams are also tasked with creating two presentations. 

Teams have their problem solving tested when they are asked 

to develop a solution to a real life problem. They will also have 

to create a presentation with the information they find.  

The teams also have to create a short presentation of the 

“values” of FLL, and how each person contributes to the team. 

This presentation, spoken from the heart, will highlight how 

much fun the children are having, and how they are developing friendships. 

 

I can say from personal experience that First Lego League is a very rewarding experience.  I was in a 

team with 3 other kids, not only did we efficiently work together as a team, but we also learned a lot 

together, and became from close friends.  

 

To summarize, First Lego League inspires youth to grow their critical thinking, coding, and  design 

skills through hands-on STEM learning and robotics. If you and your child want a fun, unique learning 

opportunity, then I whole-heartedly recommend First Lego League competitions! 

 

Robotics 
Myron Paes 

Two team members aligning 
the robot 

A FLL team presenting to the judges 
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CHRISTMAS GALA 
December 11, 2021 

 
SAVE THE 

DATE 

Hey, 
 
Did you hear, bai? 
GOANJ is back in person! 

Told– ya ! These Goans 
are always in top spirits! 

 
I’m ready to PICNIC  

and WALTZ to the 
Christmas GALA!   

 
VIVA GOANJ 

GOANJ PICNIC 
ROSEDALE PARK 

NEW JERSEY 
AUGUST 1, 2021 

Rachel Fernandes 

 If you would like to volunteer, 
please reach out to any        

committee member or email  
Committee@goanj.com 

mailto:committee@goanj.com
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Thank you Sponsors! 
We appreciate your                     
business & support. 

Rachael Fernandes 

  

Looking to Grow Your  Business? 
  

If you are looking to launch a new business or grow an existing  
business, consider advertising in the Goan Connection. 

  
Reach an educated and culturally sensitive audience in New Jersey,  

New York. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and beyond.  
Send the content of your advertisement in a Word document to  

committee@goanj.com 
  

Our yearly rates ( for 4 inserts, spread over 4 issues) are as follows: 
  

2 inch, 1 column     $ 20 
1/3 page                  $12 

  1/2 page                  $150 
Full page                  $250 

Contact  
Marvin Fernandes  
 at  973 495 6298 

 for all your advertising 
needs. 
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For more details, go to https://www.lovandjoygoancreations.com  

https://www.lovandjoygoancreations.com/
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Administrator: Chantelle Faria 

 
 

   LIKE US ON  
      FACEBOOK 
 

 
We have recently launched an             
Instagram Page  
 
The Goan Association of New Jersey 
@goanassociationofnewjersey91 
 
So hurry and download the Instagram app on 
your phones to get the latest updates, events, 

 

                                                         TWEET TWEET 
 
                                                          GOANJ is now on Twitter 
 
                                Twitter handle - Goa_NJ 
 

GOAN   
INSTAGRAM 
@goanassociationofnewjersey91 

Looking for more ways   

to keep in touch? 


